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A MESSAGE FROM KODO
A child-first approach is what drives our passion for both product
and professional development. We offer virtual and in-person
trainings that inspire joy, wonder, and collegiality, backed by
the power of play. Our educators foster playful, responsive,
investigation-based teaching practices.
To offer you more opportunities to grow and interact with
each other and Kodo products, we are thrilled to introduce
you to our new community portal: Kodo Community. Here,
we invite you to connect with our educational teams and
other educators from around the world. Enjoy exclusive
virtual sessions, online courses and events and suggestions
for intentional materials to bring your curriculum to life.
Additionally, receive info on new materials and tips on
how to implement and care for your materials.
You are instrumental in our development and to bringing
play-based learning to all.
Join us today at https://kodocommunity.com
Kasey Kile

Kasey Kile
Director of Professional Development
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GROW WITH KODO
Children are amazing learners. They master 21st
century skills daily, crave challenges, create
their own problems to solve, and thrive when
empowered with trust and autonomy.
Our open-ended learning tools leave space
for children’s ideas and skills to grow. It’s no
secret that when children are engaged, they’re
learning! Look to Kodo for beautiful, highquality materials that increase children’s
engagement and spark their thinking.

Welcome to our
INTERACTIVE CATALOGUE.
Click on the blue product
names to view each product
on kodokids.com and instantly
add to your cart or wishlist!

CURIOSITY
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THE KODO KIT

THE KODO KIT
FOR TEACHING STRATEGIES ®
16 beautiful materials. Endless ways to play.
Selected in partnership with Teaching Strategies to be used in conjunction
with Creative Curriculum® and GOLD®, these beautiful materials offer
versatility, durability and appeal to young children. This classroom set
also includes downloadable resources and a virtual training.
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Rainbow Pegboard

5

Harlekino

Wheels Pack

13

Wood Balls

2

Small Funnel Stand

6

Count &
Thread Stone

10

Tunnels

14

Makedo® Tools

3

Treasure Tubes

7

Antics Blocks

11

All-Purpose Ramps

15

Stackable Pans

4

Building Sticks

8

Marble
Maze Ramp

12

(not shown)

16

Water Canvas
& Brushes

9

See Inside Pipe

Check out the full kit here!
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BLOCKS, RAMPS + CONSTRUCTION

BLOCKS +
RAMPS

Outdoor Ramps
with Stands $450
Made for exploring the flow of
water, balls, gravel, and slurry,
the ramps and stands set is
a great tool for children to
explore force and motion with
natural materials! Includes 12
ramps in 2 sizes and 3 lengths,
9 stands and 10 balls. 3+

Outdoor Ramps
with Sandbags $275
Our versatile outdoor ramps
are available with a set of 20
large Sandbags* and 30 small
for children to arrange and
stack under ramps as they like.
*Sandbags arrive empty. 3+

Teeter Totter Ramps $72
These ramps teeter from a
balance point in the middle
of each. Suitable indoor and
outdoor. A great addition to
either style of our Outdoor
Ramps. Set of 3 ramps in 3
lengths. 3+

Outdoor Ramps Investigations Book $15
Spark investigations! Includes activity descriptions, material
lists, suggested library books, vocabulary, assessment
indicators, and teaching tips. Perfect for children 3-12 years.

Extra Sandbags
Starting at $60
Extra Weather Treated
Wood Balls
Starting at $16
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Discovery Ramps Single
Set (not shown) $135
Discovery Ramps Deluxe
Set with Caddy $345
Complement blocks or use
to create a new engineering
space. Our exclusive ramp set
comes in a portable caddy
filled with 14 ramps, 30 balls, 3
tubes, & 4 deflectors! The caddy
includes pieces children can use
as structural elements. 3+

Swiss Ramps Stands $315
Add instant elevation to
Discovery Ramps, Rubber
Ramps, and your own
cardboard tubes. Set of 7
wooden pieces slot together
in endless ways. 3+

Tube Set $115
Tunnel Set $65
Tube Set includes 3 sections of
See Inside Pipe and 6 plastic
tubes. 18M+

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains a small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.
Options available for larger balls.

Tunnel Set includes 6 plastic
tunnels in two sizes. 18M+

Balls Starting at $13

See Inside Pipe $65

A variety of ball weights
and textures extends play
and allows for testing and
comparing during scientific
data collection. See our
website for all styles and
age ranges.

See materials flow through
the pipes! Use with balls and
ramps, sand and water, or with
sensory materials. Contains a 1’,
2’ and 3’ section of translucent
2” diameter pipe. 18M+

BLOCKS +
RAMPS

Rubber Ramp
with Stackers $219
A 25 foot long piece of flexible
ramp allows children to explore
and experiment with elevation,
force, speed and momentum.
Use the stackable stands to create
hills, slopes, or banks! Includes 12
stackers & 10 balls. 3+

Rubber Ramp
with Sandbags $229
Our unique Rubber Ramp in a
version with Sandbags instead
of Stackers. Use indoors and out.
Includes 50 sandbags that come
empty for you to fill. Also includes
a set of 10 balls. 3+

Ramp Investigations
Book $15
Spark investigations! Includes
activity descriptions, material
lists, suggested library books,
vocabulary, assessment
indicators, and teaching tips.
Perfect for children 3-12 years.

Block Play Kits
Support the Creative Curriculum® in your classroom!
Designed to enhance play and investigation in the block
area, these kits include items such as ramps, balls, tunnels,
tubes, Korxx blocks, and more. Perfect for daily use and
helps teachers with plenty of tools that can be used with
many Studies. Details available online. 3+

Educator Tip:
Children can easily stabilize
ramp structures using Sandbags.
See pg.7
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Cublings $18
Cubelings are little sets of 4 blocks each.
Choose from Forest, Farm, Insects, and
Pets (shown on pg.12) Great for inspiring
story making. 2+

Table Towers $89
This collection of wooden parts supports
engineering skills! 75 pieces include
cubes, people, rings and more, & come
in a large canvas storage bag. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Wood Stacking Trunks $50
Wood Stacking Discs $50
Pebble Animals $35

Tegu Magnetic Blocks $325
These 130 piece wooden block sets
foster curiosity by adding the mystery of
magnets to construction play. Children
explore new ways to engineer
and create with a simple click!
Each set includes 130 blocks
in 10 shapes. Available in
natural finish or colors. 12M+

Handcrafted wooden pieces to use alone
or together. Perfect in a small construction
space. See website for details. 3+

Tegu Magnetic Wheels $17
Sometimes wheels go missing.
Set of 4 wheels work with all
Tegu blocks and our Magnet
Walls. 12M+

BLOCKS +
RAMPS

Korxx Building
Forms Color Mix $160
Our cork blocks are so popular, we’ve
answered your request for more styles!
56 pieces come in seven different sizes
with a variety of shapes. Sturdy felt
storage bin included. 12M+

Korxx Big
Triangle Blocks $60
New for 2022! Designed to work
with all Korxx blocks, especially
the Big Building Blocks. Set of 6
triangles. 2.4“ x 2.4” x 2.4” 12M+

Korxx Building
Rounds Color Mix $130
Colorful oval and round cork
blocks in 5 sizes. Set of 40 includes
a felt storage bin. 12M+

Enliven your classroom block collection! Use Korxx blocks
indoors, outdoors, and in water. Yes, they float!
*Shown with Gem Dominoes.

Korxx Big
Building Blocks $145

WE LOVE
BLOCK PLAY!

10 Rectangles 3.5" x 3.5" x 7"
and 4 Cubes 3.5" x 3.5" x 3.5" are
particularly well suited for toddlers
and preschoolers to build big! Great to
combine with other Korxx sets. 12M+

Cubelings Pet Set $18
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SCIENCE + DISCOVERY

SCIENCE +
DISCOVERY

Light Laboratory $1,575
This comprehensive package
includes the Light Lab Panel,
Screen Protector, Messy Material
Tray, Weaving Ring, Marble Board,
Marbles, Drawing Board, and
Storage Pod. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Light Lab
Panel Only $599
Like no other, this light
panel produces infinite color
combinations as children
manually turn dials to add
or subtract degrees of red,
green, and blue light. Includes
screen protector. 3+

Light Lab Drawing Board $109
The clear Drawing Board protects your Light Lab and is
a canvas for exploring on top of illuminated light. Place
objects beneath to trace or create art with dry erase
pencils or Kodo's Glass Crayons. 3+

Messy Material Tray $185
Made to fit on top of the Light
Lab Light Panel but great on
its own! The Messy Material
Tray holds all of your sensory
materials in a see-through
space for concentrated
exploration. 3+

Glass Crayons $10
Set of ten wipe-off Glass
Crayons are perfect for our
Light Lab Drawing Board,
Discovery Boards or your
classroom windows. 3+
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Light Lab
Marble Board $199
Count, sort and play with light to
communicate ideas and provoke
imagination. 480 Marbles included. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains a marble.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Light Lab Rainbow
Pegboard Set $450
Two different natural Birch pegboards
and vibrant rainbow acrylic pegs
create an illuminated sensory canvas.
Pegboards are 25" in diameter.
Includes 140 acrylic pegs (20 each in 7
colors) and storage bag. 3+

Spectrum Light Lab $2,300
Perfect for libraries, museums, Wonder Rooms & STEM labs. Two
bright light panels atop a storage cabinet base. The circular light
panel allows children to mix the colors, while the rectangular
panel remains white. 2+

Harlekino $60
A geometric exploration, 60
pattern cards in red, blue, and
yellow introduce children to
color theory. Intriguing new
hues and shapes are created
when cards are layered. 3+

Translucent
Sensory Beads $45
Our sensory beads are milky white and
appear to glow when placed atop our
Light Lab Panel. As children mix up their
own colors, the beads allow the colored
light to pass through them. 3+

Insect X-rays $24
X-Rays are a fun way to introduce
the concept of what is hidden just
underneath the surface. This set of
x-rays and picture cards features 36
different insects and arthropods for
exploration. Great on the Light Lab! 4+

SCIENCE +
DISCOVERY

Transparent
Rainbow Pebbles $23
These tactile pieces are perfect on
a lit surface or tabletop. 36 colorful
transparent pebbles invite children to
match, arrange, and create. 18M+

Gem Spinner $55
This large, spinning wooden disc
features beautiful, glittering gems.
Invites play and exploration of
rotation, kinetic energy, and color
mixing. 9" diameter. 12M+

Treasure Tubes $65
These round, transparent, acrylic
tubes with removable covers hold
small objects to observe, display,
or rattle. Fill the stackable Treasure
Tubes with trinkets, natural materials,
and sensory objects. 3+

Clear Pegs $45
Supplement play with a pack of
20 clear acrylic pegs. Pegs fit all
of Kodo’s pegboards and can be
used on their own. 3+

Rainbow Pegboard $375
A vibrant, interactive grid of color. 140 solid acrylic color pegs
make this a highlight of the classroom! Beautiful in a window or a
light source. The 19" x 19" Pegboard stands 21" tall. 3+
*Shown with Clear Pegs, sold seperately.

Rainbow Pegs Pack $135
Love just the pegs? Now you
can order them without the
pegboard. Includes a canvas
storage bag full of 60 pegs (10
each in 6 colors) for arranging,
counting, and construction on
your light panel. 3+
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Indoor Magnet Wall $1,200
Wood trim makes this style
a beautiful addition to the
classroom. Kodo Magnet Walls
provide hours of child-driven
physics exploration and
problem solving.
68” wide x 52” tall x 8”deep. 3+

Outdoor Magnet Wall $1,300

The Kodo Magnet Wall will be a staple in your program! Available in
multiple versions: Indoor, Outdoor, permanently fixed or Mobile. Hours of
STEM learning and exploration!

Every Magnet Wall Includes:
A Fundamentals Pack of 4 magnetic
ramps, 2 non-magnetic ramps,
4 deflector walls, 6 rings, 4 cups, and
30 wood balls. 3+

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains a small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.
Options available for larger balls.

Additional Magnetic Accessory Packs:
Rubber Ramp | Maker Magnets | Chutes and Tubes | Aqua Circuits
Wooden Gears | Water Wall | Ball Holder | Coaster Pack
https://kodokids.com/flagships/magnet-walls/

Turn an unused fence or wall
into a STEM center! Highly
durable plastic trims the
Outdoor version. Make water
play, slurry runs, and pinecone
races both fun and scientific!
68” wide x 52” tall x 8”deep. 3+

Mobile Magnet Walls
Indoor $1,900
Outdoor $2,300
Mobile Magnet Walls are portable
and can be used on both sides!
Indoor with Birch wood or our
NEW durable Outdoor version.
From classroom to common space,
mobility provides options. 3+

SCIENCE +
DISCOVERY

Pump Works $499
A portable water system powered the
old-fashioned way - by hand! Fill the
tub, add tubes or hose, and pump the
handle to see the water flow. The 22"
x 14" steel tub includes pump mount,
pump, cups, funnels, tubing, chutes,
and connectors. 3+

Wind Tunnel $499
This piece sets the stage for STEM
thinking! A column of moving air
for kids to explore and experiment
with. The tube adjusts from vertical
to horizontal for limitless activities!
The Wind Tunnel is 65” tall, with a
base that is 22“ x 18”. 3+
*Please note, the fan is sold separately.

Flight Lab $1,850
Baltic Birch table and frame holds
this clear, stationary wind tube. Two
storage bowls present your materials
for use. Perfect for libraries, small
museums, and STEM labs.
68" tall x 56" long x 25" wide. 2+

Discovery Kits
Support the Creative Curriculum® in your classroom!
Developing a scientific disposition toward learning
comes naturally with materials and equipment that foster
curiosity and exploration. Perfect for supporting curiosity
and inquiry, this kit can be used daily or with many
Studies. Learn about each of our Enhancing Discovery kits
by visiting Kodo online. 3+

INVESTIGATIONS
BEGIN HERE!

*Fan is included.
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MATH + MANIPULATIVES

MATH +
MANIPULATIVES

Wool Bean Counters $45
Ten large colorful bean pods to
order, stack and use for counting
practice. Made of felted wool for an
exceptional tactile experience. 3+

Experimental Seesaw $57
This beautiful birch seesaw helps
children think logically, make
predictions, count, stack and
experiment. 3+
*Shown with hardwood pegs, sold seperately.

Wool Balls Color Sorting Set $115
Seven wool bowls in each of the
rainbow colors hold seven balls. This
56 piece set is perfect for counting,
patterning, sorting and more. 18M+

Nested Wool Bowls $28
Wooden Tray Set $55
Two Tone Counting Stones $35

Balance $115
Support your early childhood STEM curriculum
while fostering critical thinking and fine motor skills.
The 24“ x 8” wooden Balance stands 14” high once
assembled. Includes 4 metal cups. 3+

Braille Math Blocks $27
Set of 16 blocks embossed
with numbers, math
symbols and corresponding
braille cell. 2+
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Wool Balls
Earth Colors Sorting Set $99
42 balls in six earth colors appeal to the
senses. Includes 6 wool sorting bowls in
matching colors. Balls are 1.5”. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
This toy is a small ball.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Count and Thread Stones $30
This collection of 15 stones are
made to look like big buttons,
each within a family of 5 stones
featuring holes for threading.
Includes laces. 2+

Yim Yams Earth Colors $38
Antics Blocks $28
A Kodo exclusive, this set of 16 blocks feature marching ants on
all sides for children to arrange as they wish. 2+

Number Pebbles
Sum-building Set $50
Set contains two of numbers
0–20, two of operations +, –
and =, one of operations x
and ÷. 2+

Puzzle-like wooden pieces in
earthy tones. Nice to combine with
other manipulatives for spatial and
shape concepts. Set of 8 creates 4
Yim Yams. 3+

CATegories Attribute Stones $33
This set includes 16 tactile pieces (eight
matching pairs) with adorable features
for sorting, matching, and developing
mathematical vocabulary. They're often
used for story making, too! 2+

MATH +
MANIPULATIVES

Hardwood Pegboard $60
Wooden pegboard with pegs inspire
children to count, arrange by color,
and make geometric shapes. Each
pegboard includes 100 colorful pegs. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Number Stacker $70
10 wooden stacking cubes hold
stacks of wooden discs for counting
games and loose parts play. Number
symbols and visual numeric cues are
printed on each cube. 18M+

Animal Coverings
Matching Tiles $35
Includes 30 wooden tiles made of
birch plywood - 15 animals, 15 close
ups of skin, fur, feather or other
"clothing”. The 3" x 2” tiles come in
cotton bag. 2+

Wooden Puzzles
Starting at $25
Introducing color, pattern, and size
should be fun. We now offer a selection
of wooden relief and knob puzzles full
of bold colors and dynamic shapes. 3+

Giant Pattern Tiles $169
A collection of large wooden geometric pieces in bright colors invite
children to arrange, match and explore basic shapes. This set of 66
pieces features 13 different shapes and 6 different colors made of
wood using non-toxic stains. 2+

Educator Tip:
Add Loose Parts to your Math center to
inspire counting, sorting, and ordering.
https://kodokids.com/loose-parts-home
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LOOSE PARTS

LOOSE PARTS

Teak Slices $48
Handmade of teak, these mini
tree slices are beautiful and
smooth to the touch. Includes
30 natural wood pieces. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Wooden Tubes $69
This set of 16 handmade
wooden tubes add beauty
and texture to your loose parts
collection. Pair them with our
Marble Rubber Ramp, too! 3+

Pebble Animals $35

Wooden Stacking Cones $55

Nested Wool Bowls $28

Twelve handmade, flattopped cones in three sizes.
Use to stack, sort, pattern
and combine with other loose
parts. 3+

Set of 3 soft but sturdy nesting
bowls offers a beautiful way to
store and display loose parts.
Natural color shown. 18M+

Sometimes children like a hint of possibility. Pebble
Animal figures have been specially designed to
represent a variety of familiar animals. Children
decide what they are and which end is what! Set of
seven hand carved pieces. 3+
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Loose Part Packs
Kodo’s convenient Loose Part
Packs are packed in sets of 30
and include parts in three sizes.
Each pack arrives in a canvas
storage bag. 3+

People Pack $35
Rings Pack $55
Split Balls Pack $50
Wheels Pack $40
Spools Pack $40
Cubes Pack $50

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

GREAT IDEA!
If you’re adding a Loose Parts collection to your classroom,
include a variety of pieces made from both natural and
manufactured parts to inspire exploration, meaning making
and language development. Materials from the following
products are shown:

Wooden Stacking Trunks $50
Tins Set $75
Mini Wooden Bowls $30
Wool Ball Color Sorting Set $115
Building Sticks $34
Graduated
Building Sticks $40

LOOSE PARTS

EXCLUSIVE! LOOSE PART COLLECTIONS
Kodo has been hard at work with our long time friend and co-author of the Loose Parts
books, Miriam Beloglovsky, to curate new, exclusive loose parts collections. These openended materials compliment the books and can be used in classrooms, family child
care programs, and home school environments to foster inquiry and engagement.
“Loose Parts are more than ordinary objects; they are unexpected discoveries
that stimulate children’s curiosity and give reign to their imagination.”

Learn more about
Miriam’s work @
playfultransformation.com

NEW FROM MIRIAM:
Loose Parts for Children
with Diverse Abilities $35

Loose Parts Color Mix $275
More than 275 pieces make up
this beautiful set. Storage bags
and bins included. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Loose Parts Natural Mix $285
A huge collection of over 100
natural wood pieces. Wood tray
included. 3+
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD
Toy contains small parts.
Not for children under 3 yrs.

Loose Parts Books $35 each
Now all of the "Loose Parts" Books
are available at Kodo!

Loose Parts Color
Mix For Toddlers $310
Bright stacking pebbles, natural
cork blocks, beautiful marbled
wool balls, and more make up
this collection. 18M+

Loose Parts Natural
Mix For Toddlers $265
Wooden bowls, handcrafted
building sticks, and a variety of
natural pieces for our youngest
engineers to explore, arrange,
and combine. 18M+
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PRE-LITERACY SKILLS

PRE-LITERACY
SKILLS

African Animal
Finger Puppets $26
Inspire imaginative story
making with this natural wool
set. African themed group
includes a giraffe, a lion, an
elephant and a zebra. 3+

Woodland Animal
Finger Puppets $26
These friendly forest friends
encourage communication
and creativity. Woodland
themed group includes a
fox, a wolf, a raccoon and
a badger. 3+

Farm Animal
Finger Puppets $26
Enhance fingerplays and
songs with this adorable
collection. Farm themed group
includes a sheep, a horse, a
chicken and a cow. Stand sold
separately. 3+

Garden Finger Puppets $26
Handcrafted set of 4 Finger Puppets for adults and
children to use for songs, rhymes, and storytelling.
Made of wool using natural dyes. 3+

Puppet Stand $14
Neatly display any of our
Finger Puppet sets on a
handcrafted wooden stand.
Each stand holds 4 puppets.
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Uppercase Sensory
Letters Sets $127

Language Blocks Sets
Starting at $47

Lowercase Sensory
Letters Sets $127

English, Spanish, Mandarin,
Korean, Hebrew, Cherokee,
and Arabic are among the
26 languages we offer. 1.75”
cubes are artfully printed and
debossed. 2+

Recessed grooves encourage
children to touch and feel the
letters, or fill them with objects
such as beads or clay. Letters
range in size from 3.5” to 4.5". 3+

Alphabet Pebbles
Word-Building Set $50
Contains 50 stone resin
pebbles; three of each vowel
and two of b, c, d, f, g, h, l, m,
n, p, r, s, t, y and one of j, k, q,
v, w, x, z. Use the set indoors
and out for skill development
and sensory play. 2+

Animal Dominoes $39
Perfect for Preschool through
Grade 2, these 28 blocks feature
common sight words on all sides.
For literacy and writing centers,
tabletop construction and story
starters. 1.75” cubes. 2+

Sensory Numbers $65

Sight Word Blocks $46

Large wooden Sensory Numbers
have grooves built in, inspiring
children to fill them with beads,
buttons, clay, seeds, pom poms,
and more. Use them for tracing,
too. 10 piece set includes 0-9. 3+

Perfect for Preschool through
Grade 2, these 28 blocks feature
common sight words on all sides.
For literacy and writing centers,
tabletop construction and story
starters. 1.75” cubes. 2+

PRE-LITERACY
SKILLS

Chalk Spinner $325
The very first Kodo product is
still having an impact on children’s
pre-writing skill development! The
whole surface of this spinning
chalkboard is chalkable.
Stands 18” tall. Includes chalk. 3+

Chalk Spinner Cover $55
Blue vinyl cover protects your
Chalk Spinner when not in
use. (Not Shown)

Sand Tray $195
Water Canvas $40
Use this 16 foot roll of water
activated fabric to practice shapes
and letters, and promote fine
motor skills. Children paint with
water and see their lines turn
black - then back to white as it
dries! Includes 4 foam brushes 3+

Explore symbolic writing and drawing through a calming sensory
experience! A clear bottom makes it unique. Includes a sand
smoother, two patterned rakes and 2.2 lbs of white sand. 3+

Educator Tip:
Use our Stackable Pans on
pg.35 to hold water, chalk,
Sand Tray Tools, Word-building
pebbles, and more!
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DRAMATIC PLAY

DRAMATIC
PLAY

Wool People Story Props $135
Nine people to use with block
or story construction. Perfect for
libraries and literacy spaces.
Wooden feet allow these posable
people to stand. 3+

Wool Farm Animal
Story Props $95
Inspire storymaking or re-enact
farm themed storybooks with this
engaging 14-piece collection.
Adult sheep are special - their
coats come off! 3+

Felted Wool Play Mats $35
Set of 2 includes a meadow and
icy lake for magical story making.
15" x 15" wool may vary slightly
due to the nature of natural
material construction. 18M+

Wool Creekside
Story Props $125
Props for imaginary worlds. This
set includes 3 Spring Trees, 3
Autumn Trees, 6 Flat-bottomed
Rocks, and 1 Wooden Bridge. 3+

Playscape Platforms $749
Children arrange the modular pieces into landscapes and
architectural systems. Make a table, a tower, a series of
stepping stones, and much more with 4 arches, 6 circular
platforms, and a double circle curved base. Invites
representation with story figures and block play props. 3+

Wool Woodland
Story Props $62
Support your early
childhood STEM
curriculum while
fostering critical
thinking and fine
motor skills. 3+
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Giant Play Silk $60
Use Giant Play Silks with our Wood Play
Clips to create a backdrop, construct a
fort or club house, and build enchanting
playscapes. Rainbow design is 9 ft long
and 3 ft wide. 3+

Wood Play Clips $39
Set of 4 Play Clips are sized for children’s
hands. They’re perfect for construction
with fabric and soft materials. 3+

Play Silks $12 each

Kindness Hearts $30

Flower Play Stones $30

Each 21"x 21" silk square can be used
for dress-up, to cover animals and dolls,
and our favorite application – flying in
the Wind Tunnel! Available in 8 colors;
RED, ROSE, ORANGE, YELLOW, GREEN,
TURQUOISE, BLUE or, PURPLE 3+

Help children recognize and appreciate kindness, and
then show it to each other! A valuable and nurturing
resource to support children’s own mental wellbeing and
that of their peers. The set includes 16 hearts – two each
of eight different colors. Size 1½”. 2+
Tip: These hearts fit inside the secret pocket that each of
our Empathy Dolls has stitched into their chest.

Set of eight garden flowers: carnation,
daffodil, dahlia, gerbera daisy, pansy,
rose, sunflower and tulip. Each flower
stone measures approx 2”. Use indoors
and out. Great for mud kitchens and
marketplace play! 2+

DRAMATIC
PLAY

Vegetable Play Stones $30
Children will find all sorts of ways to
prepare and serve these delightful
tactile stones. Includes tomato, bok
choy, onion, peas, carrot, mushroom,
cucumber and broccoli. 2+

Fruit Play Stones $30
The perfect mud kitchen accessory,
children will love using these sturdy
fruits. Includes apple, pear, peach,
strawberry, avocado, kiwi, orange
and lemon. 2+

Dramatic Play Kits
Bread + Board Set $115
Made of wool, this 34 piece
collection includes enough sliced
bread, rolls, bagels, and sandwich
makings for several children.
Wooden breadboard included. 3+

Wool Pizza Set $50
Who doesn't love pizza? This 44 piece
set includes a felted wool pizza stone,
pizza cutter and plenty of toppings.
Includes 44 pieces. 3+

Support your Creative Curriculum® with kits that spark role play
and active learning. Each kit includes some of our most popular
dramatic play products such as Empathy Dolls shown above. 3+

Empathy Dolls
Our Empathy Dolls are weighted
to feel real. View all available
dolls online here!
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SENSORY EXPLORATION

SENSORY
EXPLORATION

ECO Sand Molds $28
Incredibly durable, ecofriendly sand molds come
in five shapes and are the
perfect pairing for our Sand
Bucket Sets. 2+

ECO Sand Bucket Set $26
Incredibly durable, eco-friendly
Sand Bucket Sets are made to
withstand the rigors of outdoor
play. The Sand Bucket Sets
include a matching Bucket,
Sieve, and Spade. 2+

Jurassic Sands
Choose from a variety of
desert and beach sands
mined in the USA. Available
in 25 and 50 lbs. quantities
for sensory play and therapy.
Purple Garnet Sand shown.
See Kodo's Activity Tray pg.37

Stackable Pans Set $52
Use these indispensable tools all over the program! Try them
in your sand pit or sensory table, stack them in the block
space, fill them with goopy stew in the mud kitchen, mix up
some watercolors or serve up pretend soup in dramatic
play. Includes Six 6” multipurpose aluminum pans. 18M+

Sensory Shapes $30
Includes 12 stones in 6
different geometric shapes
and 2 sizes. Versatile tactile
stones are nice for stamping
and patterning, too. 18M+
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Mobile Science &
Sensory Lab $1,550
Sensory exploration is vital in the EC
classroom. This Kodo exclusive reimagines sensory play and is the only
sensory “centerpiece” that allows children
to arrange the work surface themselves.
If the day calls for water play, in-depth
inspection of ladybugs, or simply messing
about, select your tools, fill the bins with
materials, and roll the lab out the door!
Includes 5 bins, 1 bowl and bowl platform,
4 trays, 5 scoops and 1 tool holder. 3+

Round Trays Set $40
Circular metal trays are perfect for sensory and art experiences.
Set of three in 6", 10", and 16" diameter. Use indoors and out.
Great for mud kitchens! Largest tray shown upper left. 18M+

Farm Canister $49
Kodo’s Farm Canisters make hauling water, milk, sand, dirt,
and other sensory materials a unique experience. They’re
ideal for farm & nature based programs as well as traditional
playgrounds. Comes with lid, not shown in left image. 3+

Water Pitcher Set $29
Set of three graduated pitchers includes small, medium, and
large sized handled containers to transport, measure, and pour.
Use indoors and out. Great for mud kitchens! 2+

Scoops Starting at $5
The clear Small Scoop is 5 oz and has a 2.5" handle, the clear
Large Scoop is 24 oz and has a 3.25" handle. Incredibly durable
tools for any type of sensory materials. 18M+

SENSORY
EXPLORATION

Activity Tray $99
High-quality maple frames a
watertight galvanized steel interior.
The 24" x 24" tray is magnetic, too!
Use this portable piece for small
group experiences. 18M+

Funnel Stand $89
A place to elevate your funnels as
children scoop, pour, and watch
the materials flow through the six
included funnels. 3+

Metal Cups $20
Use the set of 4 dishwasher
safe cups in the sensory area
or outdoors for scooping, filing,
and pouring all sorts of wet &
dry materials. 3+

Outdoor Funnel Stand $160
Place this beautiful pine Funnel
Stand in your sandbox or outdoor
play area. Children arrange the
five included funnels and pour
sensory materials through them to
see what happens. 3+

At-Home Sensory Box - Sand Exploration $79
A sensory rich environment is so important! This small kit is perfect
to use at home, in classrooms, and in family childcare settings for
one or two children. Plenty of tools, trays, and silky smooth Jurassic
Sand invite pouring, filling, measuring, and comparing. Includes a
sturdy clip-top storage box. 3+

Educator Tip:
Demonstrate to children how versatile
materials can be. Use your set of Metal
Cups as block play accessories, to hold
art materials, and as mud kitchen props.
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TODDLERS + TWOS

TODDLERS +
TWOS

Toddler Ramp Set $99
Designed for young children
to explore motion, elevation,
and construction with openended parts. Use with balls,
water, mud, slurry, and natural
materials. Includes 8 ramps, 10
balls, 10 sandbags. 18M+

Toddler Ball Run $245
Toddlers love all things in
motion, especially balls! Each
ball run has a different design
making them perfect for your
early STEM curriculum. Use
them individually or compare
side by side. Includes ten 2"
balls. 18M+

Korxx Blocks Starting at $45
Sturdy blocks made of responsibly sourced cork allow for
stable building without slipping. They’re lightweight so when
structures topple children are safe. Designed for use indoors,
outdoors, and in water. 12M+

Half Rounds
Starting at $175
Children use indoors or out as
a slide, tunnel, boat, plane,
balance beam, or any other way
you can imagine! The curved
plywood tunnel is durable
and a unique addition to any
center. Available in 24” and 48”
lengths. Each is 18” in diameter.

Melody Balls $85
Each color pair in this set
of 12 melodic wood balls has
its own unique sound. Use
on their own or with Kodo’s
Toddler Ramps, Toddler Ball
Run, or Hill & Valley sets. 18M+
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Gemstone Matching Tiles $55
Twelve large wooden tiles feature six pairs of
oversized colorful gemstones for toddlers and
preschoolers to arrange and match. Wonderfully
tactile pieces come with a storage bag. 2+

Sensory Stones $30
Includes 8 stones, each with its own unique tactile
pattern for sensory exploration. Excellent tools for
stamping and patterning. Use on their own or with
sensory materials indoors and out. Shown with
bowls, not included. 18M+

Sensory Stackers Starting at $79
As toddlers attempt to place the textured rings on
the wooden stacker stands, they explore spatial
relationships and develop dexterity. 18M+

TODDLERS +
TWOS

Adventures Outdoors
Inspiration Cards $15 each
Pocket sized inspiration cards
will have you and your children
venturing outdoors to discover the
learning that nature has to offer.
Choose Mud, Puddles, or Wind
themed picture card packs. Sturdy
cards come on a metal ring.

Sensory Flower
Matching Tiles $40
Twelve wooden wildflower
tiles offer a wonderful sensory
experience as children touch,
feel, and match patterns found
in the natural world. 18M+
Sensory Leaf Matching Tiles
also available.

Sensory Sound Eggs $35
This beautifully realistic set of six
speckled eggs contains three
pairs of eggs with matching
sounds. Use indoors or out and
with wet or dry materials. 2+

Toddler Funnel Stand $89
Young ones will have fun arranging the funnels, filling them
with sand, water or both and doing it all over again. Put the
funnel stand in your sensory table so kids have an eye level
view as materials spill from the funnel or the drain holes.
Includes stand, 2 funnels, and a small scoop. 18M+
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Kodo’s Professional Development program is part of our commitment to supporting early
childhood practices. Our sessions create opportunities for educators to recognize, identify,
and create thoughtful implementation plans, all while having fun!

Kodo
Community
Self-Paced
Modules

In-Person

Live Virtual
Sessions

Customized
Product Bundles

Certified Trainer
Facilitated Courses

Certified Trainer
On-Site Sessions

Paired with Live Virtual
or In-Person Sessions

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Professional Development Solutions

Click Here to Learn More

Call us at 1.844.563.6543 or write to PD@KodoKids.com with any questions. We‘re here to support you!
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Delight the children
in your life with Kodo!
To receive first access to new launches,
promotions, and more, sign up for our
newsletter at KodoKids.com
We’ve moved to flat rate shipping,
which means shipping is more
affordable! Pay only $8.50 for orders
up to $85. For orders of $85+, you’ll
pay 10% of the pretax order total.

SHOP: kodokids.com
CALL: 1.844.563.6543
EMAIL: info@kodokids.com

FOLLOW KODO KIDS!
Tag us on social media
#kodokids @kodokidsusa
Play Scape Platform pg.32
Sandbags pg.8

